ABSTRACT Cardiac alternans, a putative trigger event for cardiac reentry, is a beat-to-beat alternation in membrane potential and calcium transient. Alternans was originally attributed to instabilities in transmembrane ion channel dynamics (i.e., the voltage mechanism). As of this writing, the predominant view is that instabilities in subcellular calcium handling are the main underlying mechanism. That being said, because the voltage and calcium systems are bidirectionally coupled, theoretical studies have suggested that both mechanisms can contribute. To date, to our knowledge, no experimental evidence of such a dual role within the same cell has been reported. Here, a combined electrophysiological and calcium imaging approach was developed and used to illuminate the contributions of voltage and calcium dynamics to alternans. An experimentally feasible protocol, quantification of subcellular calcium alternans and restitution slope during cycle-length ramping alternans control, was designed and validated. This approach allows simultaneous illumination of the contributions of voltage and calcium-driven instability to total cellular instability as a function of cycle-length. Application of this protocol in in vitro guinea-pig left-ventricular myocytes demonstrated that both voltage-and calcium-driven instabilities underlie alternans, and that the relative contributions of the two systems change as a function of pacing rate.
INTRODUCTION
Action potential duration (APD) alternans in cardiac myocytes appears as alternans in the T-wave on the electrocardiogram and can lead to reentry and ventricular fibrillation in cardiac tissue (1) (2) (3) . Two main hypotheses have been proposed for the underlying mechanism leading to cellular APD and calcium transient alternans:
The first, voltage-driven instability, suggests that partial recovery of the sarcolemmal ion channels results in unstable voltage dynamics in the cell (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) . Via this mechanism, membrane currents vary on a beat-to-beat basis; such variations in the L-type calcium current lead to coupled variations in sarcoplasmic reticulum calcium release, resulting in calcium transient alternans.
The second proposed mechanism, calcium-driven instability, reasons that there is insufficient time for intracellular calcium cycling to finish completely within one beat (9) (10) (11) (12) (13) (14) . Alternans in cytosolic calcium dynamics will then give rise to beat-to-beat differences in sodium-calcium exchange and L-type calcium current (15) , which will in turn lead to APD alternans. Thus, because of this bidirectional coupling, primary alternans in either voltage or calcium will cause secondary alternans in the other.
The voltage-driven instability hypothesis traces its roots to Nolasco and Dahlen (6) , who were the first to describe the restitution-type relation between APD and preceding diastolic interval (DI). Previous studies have shown that alternans appear when the slope of the restitution curve is >1 (5,7) and that they are absent when the slope is or is modified to be <1, e.g., by pharmacological intervention (7) . However, the voltage-instability mechanism is not without many exceptions, as it has been shown that alternans onset is not always tightly linked to the APD restitution slope (10, 14) . Such findings attributed to the ascendance of the calcium hypothesis. Evidence for this mechanism comes from voltage-clamp experiments, which have shown calcium alternans during a period-1 action-potential clamp (9, 12) and constant peak L-type calcium current in the presence of calcium alternans (11, 16) . Recently, a number of studies have looked into the roles of fractional calcium release, sarcoplasmic reticulum load, and cytosolic calcium sequestration leading to calcium instability (13, (16) (17) (18) . The varied and convincing evidence supporting calcium instability theory and the problems with the restitution hypothesis have led the field to focus mainly on the calcium instability hypothesis.
However, calcium-driven instability is not necessarily the primary or only cause of cardiac alternans in all situations. Because cellular alternans is an emergent phenomenon of coupled nonlinear cellular components, conclusions about the contributions of the various components must be studied in the context of the complete system. To this end, modeling work has suggested that both voltage and calcium can contribute to the mechanism of alternans and that their relative contributions can vary as a function of cycle length (19) . However, to our knowledge, this has not yet been demonstrated experimentally.
The aim of this study was to disentangle the contributions of voltage-and calcium-driven instabilities to total cellular instability experimentally with bidirectional coupling intact. As outlined above, the bidirectional coupling between membrane potential and intracellular calcium dynamics has significantly complicated resolving the main source of instability leading to cardiac alternans (20, 21) . To circumvent this complication, it was recently suggested that subcellular calcium alternans (SA) could be used as an unambiguous marker of calcium instability in the cardiac myocyte (22) . In a series of studies, SA was observed for in vitro guineapig ventricular myocytes during alternans control stimulation, and was shown analytically to occur only when the calcium dynamics were unstable (22, 23) . This study extends this work, by the development of a protocol that uses SA and the restitution relation, to determine voltage-and calciumdriven instability as a function of pacing rate. The developed protocol was applied first computationally and then to guinea-pig left-ventricular myocytes to shed light on the source of instability in in vitro cardiac myocytes.
METHODS

Computational modeling
A calcium-diffusion cell model (23, 24) was used to simulate ventricular cardiac myocytes with positive calcium-to-voltage coupling. A detailed model description can be found in Shiferaw and Karma (24) . In short, the cell is divided into 75 sarcomeres, each with its own dynamic calcium concentration and coupled by calcium diffusion. Membrane potential has been reported to diffuse~10 4 times faster than calcium and is set to equilibrate instantaneously over the cell membrane (24) . The difference in diffusion between slow intracellular calcium peak alternans and the rapidly diffusing membrane potential alternans is essential to the formation of a diffusiondriven Turing pattern that underlies SA (24) . The model was originally developed for canine myocytes, which, unlike guinea-pig myocytes, express the transient outward (potassium) current. This current has been associated with alternans development during slow pacing (25) ; however, the model reproduces well the SA development for in vitro guinea-pig myocytes at fast pacing rates (22, 23) .
To study the influence of varying contributions of voltage and calcium instability, four model configurations, representing different contributions of voltage and calcium-driven instability, were obtained by adjusting the time constant of recovery from inactivation of the L-type calcium channel and the load dependence of sarcoplasmic reticulum calcium release, t f and u, respectively. For the mixed instability models, t f and u were set to 40 ms and 11 s À1 (IA) and 50 ms and 13 s À1 (IB); for the calcium-driven instability, they were set to 20 ms and 22 s À1 (II); and to achieve voltage-driven instability, the values were set to 60 ms and 5 s À1 (III) (19, 22, 23) .
Simulation protocol: cycle-length ramp during alternans control A ramp protocol was designed to study voltage and calcium instability as function of basic cycle length (BCL). For each model configuration, a steady state was obtained at a BCL of 400 ms. The steady state was obtained by static pacing and using the average value for every state variable of the values at the beginning of each cycle and at the start of the previous cycle (22) . Starting from steady state at a BCL of 400 ms, alternans control (26, 27) was applied:
The adjustment is determined by the control gain, g, and the difference in the APD of the current (n) and the previous beat (nÀ1). This algorithm uses the restitution relation. While maintaining alternans control stimulation, BCL was slowly decreased in step sizes of 1ms 50 beats per step.
APD was defined as the time period from the instant the membrane potential reaches of À40 mV during the upstroke until it repolarizes to À60 mV. Data were analyzed from the start of the ramp until alternans control was lost, defined for the simulation results as beat-to-beat variations larger than 1 ms for at least 10 subsequent beats.
To induce SA from a homogenous state, a small amount of noise is necessary, such is that inherent to the cell (22, 23) . During the ramp simulations, Gaussian noise (mean 0, standard deviation 0.1%) was added to all calcium concentrations before every beat. For steady-state simulations, Gaussian noise (mean 0, standard deviation 1%) was added only to the initial conditions.
Calcium and voltage dynamics during the ramp protocol SA magnitude was used as a measure for calcium-driven instability, and was calculated as follows for the simulation results: for every beat, peak calcium was determined for every sarcomere individually. Next the standard deviation in peak calcium was calculated for every beat using the peak values for the individual sarcomeres. SA magnitude was plotted against the corresponding cycle lengths to probe the progression of calcium instability over a range of cycle lengths. The restitution curve (APD as function of the previous DI) was fit with both a sigmoid (5) and a monoexponential function, Eq. 2 and 3. The slope of that function was plotted versus DI:
The parameters C1-C4 were estimated to fit the data using a nonlinear least-squares optimization algorithm, lsqnonlin, in the software MATLAB (The MathWorks Inc., Natick, MA). For model configuration II, it was not possible to obtain a good fit of the restitution curve when all data points from the ramp protocol were included. This can be explained by the sudden change in slope toward the end of the simulation. For this reason, the last part of the ramp was analyzed separately to find the DI at which the slope became >1.
Eigenmode analysis
Eigenmode analysis (28) quantifies a measure, an eigenvalue, for the instability leading to alternans. (For a detailed description, please see the Supporting Material.) In short, the influence of small perturbations to all state variables was calculated separately. Based on these results, a Jacobian matrix was calculated. The largest negative eigenvalue of this matrix is the alternans eigenvalue. An alternans eigenvalue of <À1 indicates an unstable system, and therefore predicts alternans at that BCL. This method was applied to a model that was 1. Paced, 2. Action-potential clamped, or 3. Calcium-transient clamped, which resulted in measures of total cellular stability, calcium-, or voltage-driven instability, respectively (19) . This analysis was repeated for a large range of BCL values in steps of 10 ms. Additional steps of 1 ms were used around the BCL at which the voltage dynamics became unstable.
Electrophysiology measurements and calcium imaging
All animal care and handling was in accordance with institutional guidelines. Myocytes were isolated from the left ventricle using a standard enzymatic dispersion method (23) and were loaded with Fluo-4 AM fluorescent indicator dye (Invitrogen, Grand Island, NY). Ampothericin-B (Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, MO) perforated patch-clamp technique was used to record cellular action potentials. Recordings were performed at room temperature. For details on the solutions and experimental setup, please see the Supporting Material.
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Experimental pacing protocol
To allow for experimental feasibility, minor changes were made to the pacing protocol. Cellular alternans were induced by rapid pacing. Alternans were controlled to a period-1 rhythm using the alternans control algorithm given in Eq. 1. APD was measured at 90% repolarization. Once control was obtained, BCL was decreased in steps of 1 ms 20 beats per step. Periodically during BCL decrease, typically at BCL intervals of 5 or 10 ms (range 3-11 ms), a given BCL was held for more than 20 beats for the purpose of acquiring a 5s calcium fluorescence image. BCLs were also held longer whenever wholecell alternans control deteriorated. The ramp was terminated when control could no longer be obtained, typically at a BCL of 155-235 ms.
Data analysis: calculation of measures for voltage-and calcium-driven instability
Restitution curves during alternans control were fitted to Eqs. 2 and 3 using the software MATLAB. During the ramp protocol in cell 4, alternans control was lost and BCL was increased to be able to recover alternans control. For the fit of the restitution curve, this part of the data was omitted based on the beat-to-beat progression of APD. The software CARDIOPLEX (RedShirt Imaging, Decatur, GA) was used for imaging. A 20.1-Hz Butterworth filter was applied and data were exported for offline analysis in MATLAB. For every fluorescence recording, cell location was detected based on the autocorrelation in the individual traces. Pixels located within the detected region were divided into four equally sized regions and the calcium fluorescence transient patterns in the four regions were compared. Based on visual inspection, the four regions were combined into two groups to create the largest SA magnitude. Observed patterns were, e.g., two halves of the cell or the two ends and the middle region of the cell alternating out of phase as has been demonstrated previously in Gaeta et al. (23) . Fluorescence traces of the individual pixels were averaged per group. An exponential-like increase in baseline was subtracted from the average traces to analyze the peak amplitudes. The average traces were normalized to the highest peak within the 5 s recording period. Fluorescence peaks were detected for every beat and SA magnitude was defined as the average difference between fluorescence peaks in the two pixel groups of the myocyte.
RESULTS
Computational modeling
Voltage and calcium dynamics during static pacing and alternans control stimulation
To study the influence of varying contributions of calcium and voltage instability, model simulations were performed with the calcium-diffusion cell model adjusted to have four different combinations of instability:
1. mixed instability (IA); 2. mixed instability (IB); 3. calcium-driven instability (II); and 4. voltaged-driven instability (III).
During fast static pacing (BCL 300 ms) alternans appeared for all configurations in both calcium transients and APD, although with different beat-to-beat variation (Fig. 1 ). Alternans control stimulation, by which BCL was adjusted according to Eq. 1, controlled the APD to a period-1 rhythm. The differences between model configurations were illuminated during alternans control stimulation; at a BCL of 300 ms, SA appeared only in model configurations in which calcium was unstable (IA, IB, and II; see also Gaeta et al. (23) ). SA manifested within the simulated cell in different patterns ( Fig.1): 1. Calcium transients in two halves of the cell alternating out of phase; 2. The middle part of the cell alternating out-of-phase compared to the edges; and 3. Multiple nodes within the cell At alternans control stimulation at even faster pacing rates (BCL 200 or 250 ms), different behavior appeared for the mixed instability configurations IA and IB. SA was present for configuration IB and no SA for configuration IA, as a result of the difference in balance in voltage-and calciumdriven instability.
Rate dependency of SA dynamics during alternans control
To explore the rate dependency of SA in the models, we applied a cycle-length ramp during alternans-control stimulation. Starting from a steady-state period-1 rhythm at a BCL of 400 ms, alternans-control stimulation was applied. While the control perturbations of Eq. 1 were applied to BCL, BCL was slowly decreased, to determine instabilities over a range of pacing rates. The subcellular calcium and voltage dynamics during such a combined ramp and alternans-control stimulation protocol are depicted in Fig. 2 for model configuration IA, mixed instability. During the ramp, SA developed at a BCL at~330 ms and SA dissolved at a BCL at~217 ms (Fig. 2 B) . In this example, SA manifests as the two halves of the simulated myocyte having calcium transients that alternate out-of-phase (Fig. 2 D) , whereas APD does not alternate (Fig. 2 C) .
The unique constant-memory restitution curve: restitution during alternans control
To study voltage instability, restitution curves were obtained during alternans control, by recording all APD and DI values (Fig. 2 D) . Compared to the traditional dynamic and S1S2 restitution curves, this approach allows sampling of DI and APD values over a much larger range in the absence of alternans and results in a unique constant-memory curve (29) (Fig. 2 A) . The restitution curve and its slope, derived by fitting a sigmoid function for model configuration IA, are shown in Fig. 2 , D and E. For this particular model configuration, the slope of the sigmoid and of the monoexponential fit of the restitution curve become >1 at cycle lengths of 247 and 244 ms, respectively.
Eigenmode analysis quantifies the contributions of total cellular, voltage-, and calcium-driven instability as a function of cycle length Eigenmode analysis (28) determines a measure, an eigenvalue, for the instability leading to alternans. An alternans eigenvalue of <À1 indicates instability, whereas an eigenvalue >À1 indicates a stable system, i.e., no Biophysical Journal 106(10) 2222-2232 alternans. Applying this method to a model that is sequentially paced, action-potential clamped, or calcium-transient clamped, yields measures for total cellular, calcium-, or voltage-driven instability, respectively (19, 22) . If, for example, the eigenvalues of the paced and of the actionpotential clamped cell are both <À1 and are identical, this indicates calcium-driven instability is the main source of instability leading to alternans in the paced cell. If, on the other hand, the eigenvalue of the paced and the action-potential clamped cell are unequal, this indicates a contribution of voltage-dependent components that were decoupled during the action-potential clamp to cellular instability. These analyses were repeated over a large range of BCLs, resulting in a determination of the main source of instability over this cycle-length range (bottom panels, Fig. 3 ). For model configuration IB, both whole-cell and calcium dynamics become unstable at a BCL of 390 ms, illustrated in Fig. 3 by the eigenvalues of the paced and of the action-potential clamped model (circles and asterisks, respectively) crossing the À1 line at a BCL of 390 ms. Additionally, the eigenvalues of the paced and the action-potential clamped models are relatively similar for BCL 340-390 ms, which shows that the calcium-driven instability is the main source of instability over this range of pacing rates. When BCL is decreased below 340 ms, eigenvalues for whole-cell and calcium-driven instability begin to deviate, thereby suggesting a role for cellular processes decoupled during the action-potential clamp. The eigenvalue for the calcium-transient clamped model (triangles) crosses the À1 line at a much lower BCL (267 ms), which predicts that the voltage system becomes unstable only with very fast pacing. Finally, at a BCL of 250 ms the voltage-driven instability becomes larger than the calcium-driven instability, demonstrating that the primary source of instability can shift with different cycle-length values. Whereas the calcium instability is now no longer the primary source of instability in the cell, it still contributes to total cellular instability, illustrated by eigenvalues <À1.
Eigenmode analysis confirms the utility of SA and constant memory restitution as indicators of alternans mechanism
The instabilities predicted by the eigenmode analysis were used to test the validity of the experimentally achievable measures during the ramp protocol. For model configuration IB, the development of SA as a function of BCL corresponds well with the calcium instability predicted by the eigenmode analysis. The increase in SA magnitude starts at a BCL of~390 ms, the BCL at which the eigenmode analysis predicts a role for calcium-driven instability as illustrated by the vertical dashed line in Fig. 3 . SA at BCL values of 300 and 250 ms for this model configuration are depicted in Fig. 1 . Additionally, for model configuration IB, the BCL at which the slope of the restitution curve becomes >1, values of 278 and 276 ms for the sigmoid and monoexponential fit, respectively, is close to the BCL at which the eigenmode analysis predicts a role for voltage-driven instability (267 ms). Importantly, Fig. 3 (configuration IB) shows that the experimentally feasible protocol and corresponding analysis accurately characterize whether calcium and/or voltage underlie alternans.
Different model configurations demonstrate different alternans mechanisms
The analysis of the previous section showed that the combination of SA and constant memory restitution can reveal an alternans mechanism for one model configuration (IB). To test whether the method is generalizable to different cell types, we applied it to model configurations with different relative voltage and calcium contributions to alternans (Fig. 3, IA, II, and III) . The comparison of the eigenmode analysis (Fig. 3 , lower panels) with the development of SA (Fig. 3, upper panels) confirms that the presence of SA is correlated with calcium instability for all four model configurations, illustrated by the vertical dashed line. SA develops around a BCL when the stability analysis for the action-potential clamped model predicts calcium instability, at BCL values of~330, 390, and 370 ms, for model configurations IA, IB, and II, respectively (Fig. 3) . In addition, for model configuration IA, SA disappears when the actionpotential clamped model is no longer unstable at a BCL at 217 ms, i.e., when the calcium system stabilizes. These results also explain the difference between the mixed instability model configurations IA and IB observed in Fig. 1 . In contrast, no SA appears in model configuration III, confirming the results of the stability analysis, which predicted no contribution for calcium-driven instability for this model. Thus, all model configurations show that SA only appears when calcium dynamics are unstable, regardless of the stability of the voltage dynamics.
The different underlying sources of instability also gave rise to dissimilarities in the restitution curves. The slopes for configurations IA, IB, and III all become >1, the threshold value traditionally regarded as onset of voltage instability (shaded area in Fig. 3 ). The slope of the restitution curve for configuration II becomes >1 close to when control could not be maintained, indicating a minor role for voltage-driven instability. For all model configurations, the BCL at which the slope of the restitution curve crosses 1 is close to the BCL at which the stability analysis indicates unstable voltage dynamics (l < À1) (shaded area in Fig. 3 and Table 1 ). Although the predicted BCL using the restitution curve does not show an exact match with the results of the stability analysis, it is consistently close, making it an experimentally viable indicator of voltage-driven instability. In summary, the modeling analysis shows that the cycle-length ramp during alternans control resulted in two experimentally achievable measures-the appearance and disappearance of SA, and the slope of the restitution curve-indicating calcium and voltage instability, respectively. Comparison between using a sigmoid or a monoexponential fit versus the stability analysis to predict the cycle length for the onset of voltage-driven instability.
a Indicates values that could not be estimated using the entire slope of the fit. Instead, the last part of the restitution curve was analyzed separately.
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Combined electrophysiology and calcium imaging indicates contributions of both voltage and calcium-driven instability
The protocol described above was applied in vitro to guineapig left-ventricular cardiac myocytes using the perforated patch-clamp technique. Cellular alternans were evoked and real-time alternans control was applied (Eq. 1). As in our previous work, SA was observed during alternans-control stimulation (23), but not during slow static pacing (BCL 950-1000 ms). Fig. 4 depicts the experimental results of the protocol for one cell. SA was present during alternanscontrol stimulation over a large range of cycle lengths (185-270 ms, Fig. 4 A) , suggesting an underlying calcium instability. Fig. 4 , B and C, illustrate an example of period-1 voltage dynamics and SA during alternans control stimulation with a BCL of 220 ms. The constant memory restitution curve was fit with a sigmoid and the slope of the fit becomes >1 at a BCL of~290 ms and returns to <1 at a BCL of 182 ms (Fig. 4, D and E) . The analysis based on the fit with a monoexponential predicts voltage-driven instability over the entire cycle-length range during which alternans control was applied, in addition to calcium-driven instability.
In all five cells, SA was present over a large range of pacing rates (Fig. 5) . In four cells (cells 2-5), SA remained present until control was lost. In contrast, in one cell, SA disappeared and a whole-cell period-1 rhythm appeared at low BCLs (SA at 300-265 ms, transition at 265-250 ms, period-1 at 245-195 ms), thereby resembling the simulation result with mixed instability model 1A (Fig. 2 A) . Overall, these experimental results indicate a role for calcium-driven instability over a large range of BCL values.
The results also point toward a role for voltage-driven instability in the in vitro myocytes. The results of four cells (cells [2] [3] [4] [5] show that the slope of the restitution curve crossed 1 for both the monoexponential and the sigmoid fit. The predicted cycle lengths for voltage instability using the slope >1 criteria with the sigmoid fit were typically (10-33 ms) larger than the BCL predicted using the monoexponential fit except for cells 1 and 3 (see Table S1 of the Supporting Material). For cells 3-5, voltage was predicted to be unstable over a large range of cycle lengths, as illustrated by the large shaded area. In addition, for cells 4 and 5 the analysis predicted voltage instability at lower pacing rates for which calcium instability did not yet appear. As mentioned above, for cell 3, the slope of the monoexponential fit is >1 for a large range of cycle lengths outside the investigated range using alternans control stimulation. In contrast to the results in these four cells, for the one cell (cell 1) in which SA disappeared with sufficiently fast pacing, the slope of the restitution curve became larger than 1 for the monoexponential at the end of the investigated BCL range and approached 1, but never became >1 for the sigmoid fit. Thus, although the monoexponential fit suggests a region where the voltage dynamics are unstable, the slope <1 of the sigmoidal fit leaves this point uncertain. In addition, in this particular cell the analysis predicts that with decreasing DI, the following sequence occurs: 1. The cellular dynamics becomes unstable (as shown by the presence of SA at cycle lengths of~250-300 ms and the slope of the restitution curve <1); 2. With faster pacing, they stabilize (no SA and the slope of the restitution curve <1); and 3. At even shorter DI values, the cellular dynamics became unstable again (the slope of the restitution curve >1 for monoexponential fit at a cycle length of 179 ms). Such stabilization of whole-cell dynamics with faster pacing has been observed previously using computational modeling (4, 30) .
In summary, the experimental data strongly support a role for both calcium-and voltage-driven instability in the mechanism of alternans, demonstrated by the presence of SA and a steep slope of the restitution curve.
DISCUSSION
Cardiac alternans has been reported in single cells and whole hearts, and can lead to cardiac arrhythmias. Two mechanisms, voltage-driven (4-8) and calcium-driven instability (9) (10) (11) (12) (13) (14) , have been hypothesized to cause cardiac alternans. In recent years, most research has focused on the calcium hypothesis. That being said, consistent with the fact that cells are complex systems comprised of many coupled nonlinear components, computational modeling analysis has suggested that both calcium and voltage can contribute to total cellular instability (19) . However, to our knowledge to date, no experimental evidence supporting this dual role has previously been reported. [2] [3] [4] [5] at static pacing at cycle lengths 950-1000 ms (Note that these dynamics were not recorded for cell 1, but the metric is still shown as a guide), where no SAwas present in the recordings. This value quantifies the effect of noise in the calculation of the SA magnitude and, thus, represents a threshold value for the presence of SA. The plus sign (þ) indicates the presence of alternans in the calcium dynamics at a BCL of 248 ms for cell 4, whereas the square (-) indicates three fluorescence recordings for cell 2 at BCL 310 ms, of which the first recording showed cellular calcium alternans (below SA threshold), which transformed to SA during recordings 2 and 3 (above SA threshold). Fluorescence recordings for cell 2 with a BCL > 310 ms showed no calcium alternans and no SA. (Shaded areas) Cycle length at which voltage is predicted to be unstable by using the slope of the monoexponential fit of the constant memory restitution curve for cells 1, 2, 4, and 5 and the slope of the sigmoid fit for cell 3. The presence of SA and the slope of the constant memory restitution curve > 1 indicate a role for both voltage-and calcium-driven instability.
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Previous studies have shown that SA only appear in the in vitro guinea-pig cardiac myocytes during alternans control pacing when calcium dynamics are unstable (22, 23) . Here, these studies were extended by using a cycle-length ramp during alternans control to disentangle the contributions of voltage and calcium instability over a large range of cycle lengths. The results show that, for in vitro cardiac myocytes, both voltage-and calcium-driven instability contribute to total cellular instability. Furthermore, the relative contributions of voltage and calcium display change as a function of cycle length, likely reflecting the differing kinetics of the two systems.
Development of the protocol using computational modeling
Modeling analysis predicted two experimentally feasible measures that probe the contributions of calcium and voltage-driven instability. SA was shown to be present only when the calcium dynamics were unstable, regardless of the voltage instability (Fig. 3) . Those results indicate a difference compared to the results of the earlier coupledmap analysis (22, 24, 31) , which was performed with and without alternans control and predicted the presence of SA only when calcium-driven instability was the main instability in the model (22, 24) . The deviation in prediction can potentially be explained by stabilization of APD dynamics by alternans-control pacing (22, 32) , resulting in a possible reduction of voltage-driven instability. Alternatively, the deviation could result from the simplified representation of cardiac myocyte dynamics used in the coupled-map analysis. Despite the differences, both predictions indicate a significant contribution of calcium-driven instability in the development of subcellular calcium alternans.
Our simulation results predicted a small mismatch between voltage-driven instability predicted by the eigenmode analyses and by the slope of the restitution curve. This study uses an altered strategy to compare the slope of the restitution curve to the onset of alternans: the slope was calculated during the ramp protocol for alternans control and compared to the measure for voltage-driven instability obtained with the eigenmode analysis and not to total cellular instability. The resulting small mismatch in predicted BCL using either the slope of the restitution curve or the stability analyses might be explained by one or a combination of the following aspects: linearization in the stability analysis; noise in the calcium dynamics; or that the restitution curve is not a precise measure for voltage-driven instability because of memory effects or a role for calcium-driven instability (10, (33) (34) (35) . However, although the predicted cycle length using the restitution curve is not exact, the mismatch is consistently small, suggesting that the slope is a good surrogate of voltage-driven instability.
Application of the protocol in in vitro leftventricular cardiac myocytes
In general, the experimental results point toward roles for both calcium-and voltage-driven instability in guinea-pig left-ventricular myocytes, represented by the presence of SA and a steep slope of the restitution curve. In all trials, SA was seen over a range of BCL values. However, only in one cell (cell 1) was SA replaced by whole-cell, concordant period-1 calcium dynamics with sufficiently fast pacing. Voltage-driven instability was probed using the restitution curve during alternans control. Fits by both a monoexponential and a sigmoid both predicted a contribution for voltage-driven instability for cells 2-5, whereas for cell 1 only the slope of the monoexponential fit predicted a contribution for voltage-driven instability. We speculate that the observed differences in SA progression and voltage-driven instability between cells might be caused by differences in expression levels of ionic membrane channels. Regional differences in membrane currents and APD have been reported within the left ventricle (12, 36, 37) . Because cells in this study were selected from arbitrary locations of the left ventricle, variations in expression levels might contribute to differences in SA progression as a function of BCL.
Here the ramp protocol was applied to in vitro guineapig cardiac myocytes to measure calcium-and voltagedriven instability simultaneously. Importantly, this approach could be extended to other cell types and species, which have intrinsic differences in ionic currents and current densities (38) . Using this methodology, variations in the contributions of the voltage and calcium instabilities would be illuminated, which would provide valuable information regarding the cell-type specific source of instability leading to alternans.
Limitations of this approach
This study aimed to study in vitro ventricular myocytes in a physiological relevant environment, i.e., physiological ionic concentrations, no applications of inhibitors or agonists, leaving bidirectional coupling between membrane currents and membrane potential and intracellular calcium intact. However, it cannot be completely ruled out that fluorescence indicator dye used to map the calcium dynamics might have had a small effect on the cellular dynamics (39) .
The behavior of single isolated cells can be different from the behavior of coupled cardiac myocytes (40) . As of this writing, the role of cell-to-cell coupling related to cellular instability is not fully understood. Although it seems likely that the intrinsic sources of instability are the same in the single cell and in tissue, the developed protocol is not feasible in tissue.
As with past studies of alternans in guinea-pig cardiac myocytes (12, 23) , this investigation was performed at room Biophysical Journal 106(10) 2222-2232 temperature, at which alternans incidence is larger than at physiological temperatures. Cellular processes are temperature dependent and this temperature dependency is likely to be different for all ionic currents and calcium handling processes (41) (42) (43) . This might result in a shift in the rate dependence and balance between voltage-and calcium-driven instability at physiological compared to room temperature.
Further validation of our proposed protocol to determine instability could result from experiments in which the contribution of the voltage-and/or calcium-driven instability is modified pharmacologically. The developed protocol could first be applied to the control cell, as has been done in this study, and then reapplied to a challenged cell, e.g., with caffeine (13), K ATP -blocker pinacidil (44) , or SEA0400, a blocker of the sodium-calcium exchanger (45) . Each of those agents would shift the contributions of voltage-and/or calcium-driven instability. The two experimental measures, restitution during alternans control and SA progression, should reflect these shifts in instability.
CONCLUSIONS
An experimentally feasible protocol-quantification of subcellular alternans and restitution slope during cycle-length ramping alternans control-was designed and validated. This protocol allows disentanglement of the contributions of the voltage and calcium systems to alternans. Application of this protocol in in vitro guinea-pig left-ventricular myocytes demonstrated that both voltage-and calcium-driven instabilities underlie alternans, and that the relative contributions of the two systems change as a function of rate.
SUPPORTING MATERIAL
Eigenmode Analysis, Electrophysiology Measurements and Calcium Imaging, one table, and references (46) (47) (48) are available at http://www.biophysj. org/biophysj/supplemental/S0006-3495(14)00387-7.
